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It is a striking fact that, although Shakespeare’s main source for

Lear was a tragicomedy, he himself added or expanded most of

the comic elements I have been discussing: double plot, green world,

upended hierarchies, commentary by the Fool, disguise. All together

they carry strong suggestions of a final comic ordering—or they

would if the outcome of Shakespeare’s play were not so well known.

As familiarity with Hamlet diminishes the uncertainty we ought to

be sharing with the hero in the early acts of the play, so familiarity

with Lear mutes the full effect of these implications of comic pat-

tern. If we did not know what was coming, we would surely recog-

nize and respond to the play’s evident thrust beyond madness and mis-

ery to growth, reintegration, and new harmony.1 We might recognize

too that this comic movement, carried on as it is in terms of serious

moral issues instead of the more purely social concerns of roman-

tic comedy, points to an analogue with the Christian divine comedy

of redemption. It is analogue only, because for reasons that I shall ex-

plore later Shakespeare placed the action of Lear in an emphatically

non-Christian milieu. But in the sequence of pride, fall, recognition of

guilt, forgiveness, and reconciliation, Christian audiences might well

see something akin to their faith’s basic pattern of evitability: sin and

its consequences dissolving in new opportunity, the birth of the new

man.

Sure enough, the last scene of Act IV brings a moving reconciliation

between Lear and Cordelia. The Prodigal Son undercurrent joins with

more overt allusions to Cordelia as savior—holy water, going about

her father’s business, redeeming nature from the general curse.2 Lear’s

perception moves from death and hell to new life. And mercy super-

sedes justice:
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lear. If you have poison for me I will drink it.

I know you do not love me; for your sisters

Have, as I do remember, done me wrong:

You have some cause, they have not.

Cordelia. No cause, no cause.

(IV. vii. 72-75)

The scene is so charged and so satisfying that the unknowing audience

could easily forget that Edmund, Goneril, and Regan are still at large,

and feel that here was the end of the story. It is only after Lear and Cor-

delia exit that Shakespeare looks beyond the reunion to remind us of

the coming battle:

kent. ’Tis time to look about; the powers of the kingdom approach

apace.

gent. The arbitrement is like to be bloody.

(93-95)

With this swing from security to fear begins the peculiar rhythm that

dominates the last act of Lear and makes it different from the final acts

of all Shakespeare’s other tragedies. It is a very crowded act. As one

event or announcement succeeds another, we are cast up and down by

turns, hope alternating with fear. The battle is done almost before we

know it has started; Edgar lets us down suddenly with the news that

Lear and Cordelia have been defeated and taken prisoner. But hopes

rise again immediately afterwards when Lear appears, not in despair

but serenely happy. His lyrical “let’s away to prison” speech reduces to

insignificance the battle and its outcome (“who’s in, who’s out”) and

thus refines our expectations, redirects them toward a more appropriate

resolution. Surely it is right for the painfully educated new Lear to turn

his back on the vanities of power, rather than to regain his throne by

martial victory. Lear imagines his earthly paradise so beautifully that

we forget it will be inside a prison. . . .
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